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INTRODUCTION
We live in a powerfully technological age—where it is easy to assume
that digital is always better and always right. But even as churches
face times of crisis, urgency, or upheaval, the legality of virtual business
meetings is never a given. Before holding a church board or members
meeting virtually, it is essential that churches check state laws and
their own governing documents to ensure compliance, limit risk, and
protect the rights of each member.
This toolkit walks you through the process of navigating virtual
meeting laws and rules and applying them to your church. Key
questions are answered: How do I know whether the law allows us
to hold a virtual annual meeting? What if our bylaws don’t mention
virtual meetings? How does Robert’s Rules of Order apply to our
church’s situation? What principles should guide our discussion and
voting procedures?
Explore each explanatory chapter and infographic to make sure
your decisions regarding virtual church business meetings are legal,
compliant, and procedurally sound. Use this step-by-step guide to
discover best practice and facilitate virtual meetings legally and
efficiently, for the profit of your entire church.
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CHAPTER

1

Organizational Governance 101

Navigating the Landscape of Laws, Documents, and Rules
Holding a compliant church business meeting—whether virtually, on the telephone, or
in person—begins with an understanding of the laws and rules that govern the meeting.
Compliance is not an arbitrary activity. It is always aimed at a set of standards that apply to a given
set of facts.
The advice in this guide is focused on the standards that apply to business meetings of
non-profit committees, boards, and memberships, including those of churches. Those standards
are primarily found in the five places described below.

STANDARDS THAT GOVERN MEETINGS
Statutes are laws—the rules enacted by a legislature.
Statutes

Statutes that address governance for non-profit organizations,
including churches, are primarily state-specific.
A charter or the articles of incorporation are legal documents that
make your organization official.

Charter or Articles
of Incorporation

A charter or articles of incorporation state the name of the group,
the type of organization, and the purpose for which it exists.
Bylaws are core rules that apply to a specific organization and
describe its structure. To use an analogy, if the charter or articles
of incorporation are the foundation of an organization, the
bylaws are the walls that give the organization shape.

Bylaws

The bylaws typically address topics such as the name of the
organization and its purpose, member types and rights, officers,
executive board, board of directors, committees, meetings, and the
parliamentary authority that the organization has chosen to follow.
The bylaws should include rules that are key to the organization’s
purpose and structure.
The bylaws should be hard to change and should not include detailed
rules related to the operation of the organization or its procedure.
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A parliamentary authority is a book of rules primarily about the
transaction of business in meetings.
A parliamentary authority may also address other topics related to
the orderly conduct of an organization’s business—such as bylaw
language, member rights and discipline, and officer responsibilities.

Parliamentary
Authority

The most well-known parliamentary authority is Robert’s Rules of
Order—currently in its eleventh edition and titled Robert’s Rules of
Order Newly Revised.
Another less-known but simpler and very sound parliamentary
authority is the AIP publication—the American Institute of
Parliamentarians Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure.
Both authorities are available online, and organizations would do
well to ensure that key staff and officers can access them easily.

Special rules of order are rules about the transaction of business in
meetings that are written to address the unique needs of a specific
organization.
Special Rules
of Order

Special rules of order may contradict an organization’s parliamentary
authority or supplement it. For example, where a parliamentary
authority’s rule may lack practicality or be too broad for a specific
scenario, a special rule can be drafted to meet an organization’s
particular culture or need.

APPLYING GOVERNING STANDARDS PROPERLY
Identifying these five categories of rules and understanding the basic differences between
them is only the first step. The more important task is understanding how these standards
work together and yield to one another. Which ones should be considered first? What if there
is contradiction between the standards? These questions and others about the relationship
between different governing standards are answered below, and an infographic on page 5
provides an illustration of these concepts.
•

Statutes are the ultimate authority for organizational governance. The law supersedes all
other governing documents and rules, and it may not be ignored or contradicted.
Note, however, that many state statutes applicable to non-profit organizations include
clauses that expressly defer to an organization’s governing documents. The example below is
a good illustration of a law which references bylaws.
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EXAMPLE
Texas Code Annotated § 22.159 (emphasis added)
(a) Unless otherwise provided by the certificate of formation or bylaws of a corporation,
members of the corporation holding one-tenth of the votes entitled to be cast, in person or
by proxy, constitute a quorum.
(b) The vote of the majority of the votes entitled to be cast by the members present or
represented by proxy at a meeting at which a quorum is present is the act of the members
meeting, unless the vote of a greater number is required by law or the certificate of
formation or bylaws.

In the example above, the law has delineated the non-negotiables but then given room to
organizations to govern in a manner that best suits the needs of their stakeholders (see bold
lines).
•

Because an organization’s charter and articles of incorporation articulate foundational
elements—name and purpose—those documents supersede all other organizational
documents and rules specific to the organization.

•

Bylaws come next in the hierarchy. Bylaws yield to the law and to the charter or articles of
incorporation, but they do not yield to an organization’s parliamentary authority or special
rules.

•

The parliamentary authority is a gap-filler for the bylaws. It cannot contradict the bylaws, but
it can supplement the bylaws and provide details where they are silent.

EXAMPLE
An organization’s bylaws might state that the organization has a committee in charge of
nominating members for the board of directors but that nominations from the floor are also
permitted.
A parliamentary authority will fill in the procedural gaps in the bylaws regarding the process
for taking nominations from the floor, answering questions such as whether nominations
from the floor should receive a second, whether nominating speeches are permitted, how to
set time limits for the speeches, and in what order various speeches should occur.
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•

Special rules yield to the organization’s bylaws, the charter or articles of incorporation, and
the law. But they do not yield to the parliamentary authority.
Special rules exist to augment the parliamentary authority or directly contradict it when
it does not serve an organization’s needs. An organization can adopt a special rule on any
procedural topic.

EXAMPLE
If an organization’s parliamentary authority is Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised (11th
edition), any member that wants to speak on a main motion may speak up to two times and
ten minutes each time.
Because that is a notable length of time, an organization may want to adopt a special
rule limiting the amount of speaking time for each member to a time period that is more
reasonable.

Extra Tips Regarding Special Rules
If your church’s parliamentary authority is Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised (11th edition),
adopting special rules of order requires two-thirds of the members present and voting in a
meeting to vote in favor of adoption, as long as members are given notice of the rules ahead of
time. If no notice of the rules is given to the members ahead of time, adopting special rules of
order requires a majority vote of the entire membership.
If your church’s parliamentary authority is the American Institute of Parliamentarians Standard
Code of Parliamentary Procedure, adopting special rules requires a majority vote, and no notice
is required to be given to the members ahead of the time that the rules are presented for a vote.

A Visual Help
In conclusion, these five standards are essential for understanding the legal and organizational
documents which govern your church’s decisions. Look at them in order, beginning with
state laws that apply to non-profits and all five categories. See the infographic on the next
page for a helpful illustration. (Note: The bottom two levels of the hierarchy that appear on the
infographic—Standing Rules and Custom—are also aspects of organizational governance but
were not included in this chapter’s discussion because they are less applicable to the questions
of whether a church can hold a virtual business meeting or how to do so properly.)
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ORGANIZATIONAL GOVERNANCE HIERARCHY
Understanding the Relationship Between Laws and Rules

STATUTES
Federal and state laws

CHARTER or ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
Legal documents ofﬁcially establishing the group

BYLAWS
Organization-speciﬁc rules describing the group's structure and function

PARLIAMENTARY
AUTHORITY
A guidebook of procedural
rules for group meetings

CUSTOM

Traditions or habitual practices of a
group that do not oppose its rules

SPECIAL
RULES

Rules that adapt a parliamentary
authority to a group's needs

STANDING RULES

Non-procedural rules that enable the
administration of an organization

For more information, please visit lawoforderblog.com or contact Sarah E. Merkle.
205.521.8380 | smerkle@bradley.com

Resource 1 |
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2

Business Meeting Basics

Understanding the Essence of a Deliberative Assembly
and a Compliant Church Business Meeting
The purpose of this toolkit is to provide guidance for churches considering the use of virtual
business meetings. Chapter One outlined the various applicable rule sources, and this second
chapter will clarify the groups and meetings to which these rules apply.
The types of meetings discussed in this guide are business meetings of deliberative assemblies.
That distinction is important because a business meeting of a deliberative assembly has certain
characteristics that must be retained—regardless of whether members are physically or virtually
present in the meeting.

WHAT IS A DELIBERATIVE ASSEMBLY?
Many churches are deliberative assemblies. But what qualifies an organization to define itself as
a deliberative assembly?
A deliberative assembly is a group of people—each with an equal right to information,
discussion, and vote—that meets freely to discuss topics and take action in the name of
the group.

A deliberative assembly is not an entity where certain members have more inherent authority or
more votes than other members (e.g., a publicly traded corporation). Such entities may benefit
from rules applicable to deliberative assemblies, but they are not a deliberative assembly in a
pure sense.
In non-profit organizations, there are two primary types of deliberative assemblies: meetings
of the members and meetings of the governing body—such as the church board. Committee
meetings are another common type of deliberative assembly.

WHAT ARE THE ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A
DELIBERATIVE ASSEMBLY?
•

A minimum number of members must be present to take action in the name of the group.
The term for that minimum number is a quorum, and the precise quorum threshold for an
organization may be found in the organization’s bylaws or in the state law that applies to the
organization if the bylaws are silent.
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If a quorum is present, the members who attend a properly called meeting may take action
in the name of the group. In other words, not all of the members need to be present at a
meeting for a group to take action. A quorum is sufficient attendance for decision-making.
•

Each member has an equal right to information about the meetings of the group and the
topics to be discussed and voted on at those meetings. The group and its leaders cannot show
partiality in the dissemination of information.

•

Each member has an equal right to discussion of the topics presented at a meeting.
This means that the leader of a meeting cannot arbitrarily revoke or limit any member’s
opportunity to participate in or hear the discussion of a topic. This also means that to meet
properly, all members of a group must be physically present in one room or present remotely
under conditions that provide equal access to simultaneous aural communication.

•

Each member has an equal right to vote and a vote whose weight is equal to the weight of
every other member’s vote.

WHAT IS A MEETING OF A DELIBERATIVE ASSEMBLY?
A meeting of a deliberative assembly is an event at which that assembly transacts business.
It occurs with all of the members in one room, for an unbroken period of time, except for brief
recesses.
Parliamentary authorities clarify this concept of “one room” as a space that has defined physical
boundaries. When these authoritative guides were published as rules for meetings, the authors
made it clear that the default definition of a meeting “in one room” does not include a chat
“room” or an online “room” in the use of the term “room.” Altering this default definition to allow
for virtual meetings requires express authorization by state law or by an organization’s governing
documents.
The excerpts below from parliamentary authorities reiterate the key concepts just discussed:
(1) a gathering of members in one physical space is inherent to a meeting of a deliberative
assembly, and (2) virtual gatherings are not permitted unless expressly authorized by the law
or governing documents.

Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised, 11th edition
“A meeting of an assembly is a single official gathering of its members in one room or area
to transact business for a length of time during which there is no cessation of proceedings
and the members do not separate, unless for a short recess . . . . (For modification of the ‘oneroom-or-area’ requirement when the bylaws authorize electronic meetings, see pp. 97–99).”
(pp. 81–82)
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“EXTENSION OF PARLIAMENTARY LAW TO ELECTRONIC MEETINGS:
Except as authorized in the bylaws, the business of an organization or board can be validly
transacted only at a regular or properly called meeting—that is, . . . a single gathering in one
room or area—of the assembly at which a quorum is present.” (p. 97)

AIP Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure
“A meeting is an official assembly of the members of an organization or board during which
the members remain together in one place except when there is a recess. It covers the period
of time the group convenes until the time it adjourns.” (p. 105)
“A regular meeting . . . may be held by telephone or electronic means, provided that the
procedural rules associated with such meetings are adhered to and that such meetings are
authorized in the bylaws and in applicable law.” (p. 109)

A Compliant Meeting of a Deliberative Assembly
So, a meeting of a deliberative assembly protects the rights of every church member or
board member to meet, know and discuss the business at hand, and vote. And parliamentary
authorities guide us in understanding how and when a business meeting may take place: in one
physical, non-virtual location, unless laws and bylaws authorize otherwise. The details of virtual
business meeting compliance are provided in Chapter Three.
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3

Are Virtual Business
Meetings Legal?

Determining Whether the Law and Your Governing
Documents Allow a Virtual Church Business Meeting
With a knowledge of the hierarchy of laws, documents, and rules that apply to governance, plus
an understanding of the basics of a deliberative assembly and its business meetings, a church
can embark on determining whether it can permissibly hold a virtual business meeting.

Default Rule for Meetings of Deliberative Assemblies
As explained in Chapter Two, the default rule for meetings of a deliberative assembly is that they
must be held in one physical place with all members attending in person unless applicable state
law or a church’s governing documents explicitly permit virtual presence.

DOES THE LAW ALLOW YOUR CHURCH TO HOLD A VIRTUAL
BUSINESS MEETING?
Because deliberative assemblies may not meet virtually unless expressly authorized to do so by
the law or their governing documents, the first step is to determine what the law allows.
Step 1: Identify the State Where Your Church Is Incorporated
Option 1: Find the charter, articles of incorporation, or bylaws for your church. The charter or
articles of incorporation will likely name the state where your church is incorporated. If not,
the bylaws may provide it.
Option 2: Look online. Go to the secretary of state website for the state where your church is
located and look for the page that allows you to search the entities that have been formed
in that state. Search for your church. If your church is incorporated in that state, you’ll see a
list of documents that have been filed on behalf of the church. Follow the instructions on the
website about how to request copies of those documents.
Step 2: Find Laws Online for the State Where Your Church Is Incorporated
Do an Internet search for the name of the state where your church is incorporated and
the word “statute” or “code.” Click the link that takes you to an official page for that state’s
government. Often this link will have the word “capitol” or “legislature” in it. See Resource 2
on the next two pages for help in finding the right website for each state.
Tip: Avoid secondary sources that are not official publications of the relevant state. These sites
may look reputable, but often they are outdated or have only summaries of the law.
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LINKS TO STATE STATUTES
STATE
Alabama

STATUTES WEBSITE LINK
http://alisondb.legislature.state.al.us/alison/codeofalabama/1975/coatoc.htm

Alaska

http://www.legis.state.ak.us/basis/statutes.asp

Arizona

https://www.azleg.gov/arstitle/

Arkansas

https://portal.arkansas.gov/agency/bureau-of-legislative-research/service/arkansas-codesearch-laws-and-statutes/

California

http://www.legislature.ca.gov/laws_and_constitution.html

Colorado

https://leg.colorado.gov/colorado-revised-statutes

Connecticut
Delaware

https://www.cga.ct.gov/current/pub/titles.htm
https://delcode.delaware.gov/

Florida

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/

Georgia

https://lexisnexis.com/hottopics/gacode

Hawaii

https://portal.ehawaii.gov/government/hawaii-legislature/hawaii-revised-statutes/

Idaho

https://legislature.idaho.gov/statutesrules/idstat/

Illinois

http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs.asp

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

http://iga.in.gov/legislative/laws/2019/ic/titles/001
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/law
http://www.kslegislature.org/li/b2019_20/statute/

Kentucky

https://legislature.ky.gov/Law/Statutes/Pages/default.aspx

Louisiana

https://legis.la.gov/Legis/Laws_Toc.aspx?folder=75&level=Parent

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

http://legislature.maine.gov/statutes/
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/laws/statutes
https://malegislature.gov/laws/generallaws
https://www.legislature.mi.gov/(S(m03gagwmb3nlersbm3gnni2i))/mileg.aspx?page=home

Minnesota

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/

Mississippi

https://www.sos.ms.gov/Education-Publications/Pages/Mississippi-Code.aspx

Missouri

https://revisor.mo.gov/main/Home.aspx

Montana

https://leg.mt.gov/statute/

Nebraska

https://nebraskalegislature.gov/laws/laws.php

Nevada
New Hampshire

https://www.leg.state.nv.us/law1.cfm
http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/indexes/default.html

Resource 2 |
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LINKS TO STATE STATUTES
STATE

STATUTES WEBSITE LINK

New Jersey

https://nj.gov/state/dos-statutes.shtml

New Mexico

https://lawlibrary.nmcourts.gov/general.aspx

New York

https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws/CONSOLIDATED

North Carolina

https://www.ncleg.gov/Laws/GeneralStatutes

North Dakota

https://www.legis.nd.gov/cencode/t01c02.html

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon

https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/laws/ohio-codes
http://www.oklegislature.gov/tsrs_os_oc.aspxsearch-laws-and-statutes/
https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/bills_laws/pages/ors.aspx

Pennsylvania

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/

Rhode Island

http://webserver.rilin.state.ri.us/Statutes/

South Carolina

https://www.scstatehouse.gov/code/statmast.php

South Dakota

http://sdlegislature.gov/Statutes/Codified_Laws/default.aspx

Tennessee

http://www.tsc.state.tn.us/Tennessee%20Code

Texas

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/

Utah

https://le.utah.gov/xcode/code.html

Vermont

https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/

Virginia

https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/

Washington

https://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/

West Virginia

http://www.wvlegislature.gov/wvcode/code.cfm

Wisconsin

https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/statutes/statutes

Wyoming

https://www.wyoleg.gov/StateStatutes/StatutesConstitution

Resource 2 |
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Step 3: Find the Part of the Law That Applies to Non-Profit Organizations
If your church is incorporated as a non-profit corporation, look for a chapter or section that
applies to business entities or corporations. It likely will have the words “Corporations,”
“Organizations,” or “Business Organizations” in the title.
Within the corporations section, look for a subpart for non-profit organizations. Often this
subpart will have the words “not-for-profit” or “non-profit” in the title.
Also, check to see if the law includes any subpart with general provisions applicable to all
corporations, regardless of whether they are a non-profit corporation.
If your church is not incorporated, look for a subpart (likely within the corporations section)
that references unincorporated associations.
Finally, look for any section that addresses churches specifically. Some state laws include
such sections, and while it’s unlikely that they will discuss church business meetings, it is
important to do your due diligence and be sure.
Step 4: Find the Sections That Address Board and Membership Meetings
Laws that apply to non-profit corporations and churches are not organized in the same way
for every state. Some states group laws that apply to board and membership meetings all
together in one section about meetings. Other states include one section for board meetings
and a separate section for members meetings.
Finally, search the non-profit state statutes for use of the following terms to see if the results
generate any other sections or subsections applicable to non-profit board or member
meetings and voting:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electronic
Virtual
Telephone
Telephonic
Simultaneous
Remote

Step 5: Read All of the Applicable Sections
Reading the entirety of the sections or subsections that appear applicable is a good
practice—not only because doing so is the best way to find any provisions that might
allow for a virtual meeting, but also because you’ll become familiar with details of what the
law requires for notifying members of meetings, who can attend meetings, and options
for taking action without a meeting. Often these laws are not difficult for non-lawyers to
understand, and understanding provisions of the law that apply to the governance of your
church is never a bad idea.
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Step 6: Look for a Provision That References Telephonic, Electronic, or Virtual Meetings
As you read through your state’s non-profit laws concerning board and members meetings,
stay alert for language that specifies any of the following types of meetings: telephonic
meeting, teleconference meeting, phone call meeting, virtual meeting, electronic meeting,
videoconference meeting, Internet meeting, or digital meeting. The statements in the laws
could authorize or prohibit these types of meetings. Either way, you want to learn what the
laws say.
Below are examples of the types of statutory language that reference whether members
may hold a business meeting without being physically present in the same room. Look for a
similar provision in the state laws that apply to your church.

Texas Code Annotated § 22.002
A meeting of the members of a corporation, the board of directors of a corporation, or any
committee designated by the board of directors of a corporation may be held by means of
a conference telephone or similar communications equipment, another suitable electronic
communications system, including videoconferencing technology or the Internet, or any
combination of those means, in accordance with Section 6.002.
Texas Code Annotated § 6.002
(a.) Subject to this code and the governing documents of a domestic entity, the
owners, members, or governing persons of the entity, or a committee of the
owners, members, or governing persons, may hold meetings by using a conference
telephone or similar communications equipment, or another suitable electronic
communications system, including videoconferencing technology or the Internet,
or any combination, if the telephone or other equipment or system permits each
person participating in the meeting to communicate with all other persons
participating in the meeting.
(b.) If voting is to take place at the meeting, the entity must:
1. implement reasonable measures to verify that every person voting at the
meeting by means of remote communications is sufficiently identified; and
2. keep a record of any vote or other action taken.
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D.C. Statutes § 29-406.20
(a.)		The board of directors may hold regular or special meetings in or outside of the
District.
(b.) Unless the articles of incorporation or bylaws provide otherwise, the board of directors
may permit any or all directors to participate in a regular or special meeting by, or
conduct the meeting through the use of, any means of communication by which all
directors participating may simultaneously hear each other during the meeting. A
director participating in a meeting by this means shall be considered to be present
in person at the meeting.

One additional clarification emerges in the wording of the last law just referenced. The last
statute mentions a common statutory rule: the need for all members to “simultaneously
hear” the meeting. This language prohibits anything that is not auditory by nature—in other
words, it is not legal to hold a “written” meeting.
Step 7: If the Law References Any Type of Virtual Meeting, Understand How that Law Relates
to Your Church’s Governing Documents
Step 7 refers back to the concepts explained in Chapter One—that there is a hierarchy of
applicable governance standards which work in combination with one another. The laws may
speak to virtual meetings, but they may also yield to your governing documents—e.g., your
bylaws.
So, as you examine the laws about virtual meetings (and any other terminology indicating
a not-in-person meeting, as discussed above), keep your eye out for words such as “bylaws”
and “governing documents.” Look for phrases that (1) permit virtual meetings only if an
organization’s bylaws allow, or that (2) permit virtual meetings unless an organization’s
bylaws disallow.
The Texas and D.C. statutes quoted in Step 6 are good examples of the second possibility:
the law yields to an organization’s governing documents, allowing virtual meetings unless
the documents provide otherwise. If your state non-profit law includes this type of language,
then the next step is to check your governing documents for explicit prohibitions regarding
virtual meetings before you proceed. It is likely that you can permissibly hold a virtual
meeting.
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Alabama provides a contrasting example of bylaws language.

Alabama Statutes § 10A-3-2.02
Meetings of members may be held at the place, either within or without Alabama, as may
be provided in the bylaws. In the absence of any provision, all meetings shall be held at the
registered office of the corporation in Alabama.

In this Alabama statute, the law is silent on the issue of virtual meetings.. It does not
include an explicit provision allowing virtual meetings for members. Instead, it yields to an
organization’s governing documents to set the “place” for any membership meeting.
If this is the case in your state laws—nothing is specified regarding virtual meetings—you
need look to your governing documents for a provision that explicitly allows virtual meetings.

DETERMINE WHAT THE STATE LAW SAYS ABOUT VIRTUAL MEETINGS—THREE OPTIONS
•

The law says “yes”—you may have a virtual meeting—if your bylaws also say “yes” to virtual
meetings.

•

The law says “yes”—you may have a virtual meeting—unless your bylaws say “no” to virtual
meetings.

•

The law is silent on the topic of virtual meetings.

DO YOUR CHURCH’S GOVERNING DOCUMENTS ALLOW VIRTUAL
BUSINESS MEETINGS?
Once you have gained an understanding of what applicable state laws say about virtual business
meetings for your board or membership, you then need to check your bylaws and any other
organization-specific rules applicable to business meetings.
Step 1: Find Bylaw Language Relevant to Board and Membership Meetings
First, look at the section in your bylaws that discusses the church board and its business
meetings. Find language that discusses when and how the church leaders or officers may
meet.
Next, look for language in your bylaws that discusses membership meetings. That language
might be in the section titled “Members,” or it could be in a section titled “Meetings” or
“Annual Meeting.”

15
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As you look at bylaws language regarding board meetings and member meetings, you are
looking for language that indicates “yes, you may have a virtual meeting”—wording that
addresses whether the board or membership may meet other than when the members are
physically present in the same room.
If the bylaws allow virtual meetings, the language describing this permission could take
various forms.
•

an explicit provision allowing participation via communication equipment that allows for
simultaneous participation

•

language that states a quorum is present either through the physical presence of a
specific number of members, or presence through remote communication technology

Alternatively, the bylaws may not address virtual or remote meetings at all. They might
simply say something general, such as, “Meetings may be held at a place determined by the
board.”
Step 2: Evaluate How the Relevant Bylaw Language Relates to Applicable State Law
Once you have identified the bylaw language that is relevant to how your board and
membership may meet, you need to fit that language together with the applicable state
law.
Understanding how the law and your governing documents fit together on the issue of
virtual meetings is one of the most important parts of this toolkit. The box below explains
three possible—and common—scenarios. Read it carefully and use Resource 3 on the
following page as a visual guide. If you are unsure of how to proceed, consider contacting a
lawyer for help.

INTERPRETING STATE LAW AND YOUR BYLAWS—COMMON SCENARIOS
•

If applicable state law expressly allows virtual business meetings but only if your bylaws
also allow virtual business meetings, your board or membership cannot meet virtually
unless your bylaws include language that expressly allows virtual business meetings.

•

If applicable state law expressly allows virtual business meetings unless your bylaws
expressly disallow them, your board or membership can meet virtually unless your
bylaws expressly disallow virtual business meetings.

•

If applicable state law is silent about virtual business meetings, your board or membership
cannot meet virtually unless your bylaws include language that expressly allows virtual
business meetings.
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VIRTUAL MEETING DECISION TREE
YES

or

? Can Your Group Have a Virtual Business Meeting?

NO

GUIDING PRINCIPLE | The default answer is NO.
But Robert’s Rules of Order says you must examine state laws and your organization’s bylaws
to determine the legality of a virtual board or members meeting.

STEP 1

State laws say YES to
virtual meetings IF your
bylaws also say YES

STEP 2

CHECK STATE LAWS

State laws say YES to
virtual meetings UNLESS
your bylaws say NO

State laws are SILENT
about virtual meetings

CHECK YOUR ORGANIZATION’S BYLAWS

Bylaws
say
YES

Bylaws
say
NO

Bylaws
are
SILENT

Bylaws
say
YES

Bylaws
say
NO

Bylaws
are
SILENT

Bylaws
say
YES

Bylaws
say
NO

Bylaws
are
SILENT

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

For more information, please visit lawoforderblog.com or contact Sarah E. Merkle.
205.521.8380 | smerkle@bradley.com

Resource 3 |
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Holding a Compliant Virtual Church Business Meeting
The how-to of virtual business meetings continues to evolve with the possibilities of modern
technology. But in general, holding a compliant virtual business meeting for a church board or
membership requires careful, detailed planning.
If a combination of state law and governing documents is the source for determining
whether a virtual business meeting is permissible, parliamentary procedure is the source for
understanding how to have a compliant virtual business meeting.

FOUNDATIONAL RULES FOR VIRTUAL BUSINESS MEETINGS
Five foundational concepts can give you a great understanding of how to hold a compliant
virtual business meeting before launching your first event.

1. State Law and Bylaw Terminology Must Be Followed Precisely
Because a church that is holding a virtual business meeting is doing so either because state law,
the church’s governing documents, or both allow virtual business meetings, it is critical that the
organization’s practice comply with those laws and those governing documents.
For example, if “telephonic” meetings are permitted but no mention is made of other types of
technology, then a church is limited strictly to meeting via telephone, and it should not assume
that its practice may expand to include other types of electronic or virtual meetings.
Conversely, if the permitting language provides explicitly for a virtual meeting but does not
mention other types of remote connection, the church must hold a meeting that allows for a
true virtual connection—i.e., a visual digital format, not just an audio/telephonic connection.
Of course, if the permitting language states that a meeting may be held through any means that
allows for simultaneous communication, then a church’s latitude and options are much broader.
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WHAT DO THE AUTHORITIES SAY?
Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised (11th ed.)
“Various provisions for electronic meetings are possible, so that more than the minimum
standard of an audioconference may be required. Thus, if the bylaws provide for meeting by
videoconference (but not merely by ‘teleconference’ or ‘audioconference’), the meeting must
be conducted by a technology that allows all participating members to see each other, as well
as to hear each other, at the same time. Provision may also be made for the use of additional
collaborative technology to aid in the conduct of a meeting.” (p. 98)

2. Technology Must Allow for Simultaneous Aural Communication
Any technology that a church uses to hold a virtual business meeting must allow for all members
to hear each other simultaneously. As mentioned in the prior chapter, simultaneous aural
communication prohibits the possibility of conducting a meeting in writing—e.g., through a
chat room, or by mail or e-mail—because to do so is not a truly deliberative process as historically
understood under parliamentary law.

WHAT DO THE AUTHORITIES SAY?
Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised (11th ed.)
“A group that holds [electronic] meetings does not lose its character as a deliberative assembly
. . . so long as the meetings provide, at a minimum, conditions of opportunity for simultaneous
aural communication among all participating members equivalent to those of meetings held
in one room or area. Under such conditions, an electronic meeting that is properly authorized
in the bylaws is treated as though it were a meeting at which all the members who are
participating are actually present.” (p. 97)
Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised (11th ed.)
“It is important to understand that, regardless of the technology used, the opportunity for
simultaneous aural communication is essential to the deliberative character of the meeting.
Therefore, a group that attempts to conduct the deliberative process in writing (such as by
postal mail, e-mail, ‘chat rooms,’ or fax)—which is not recommended—does not constitute a
deliberative assembly. Any such effort may achieve a consultative character, but it is foreign to
the deliberative process as understood under parliamentary law.” (p. 98)
AIP Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure
“As is the case with postal mail or exchanges of facsimiles, in which members are unable
to communicate simultaneously with all other members, Internet or e-mail discussions
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cannot be easily substituted for traditional meetings and are not meetings in the true sense.
Nevertheless, several forms of Internet use, such as e-mail and chat rooms, are useful for rapid
exchange of information and ideas.” (p. 109)

3. A Church Must Clarify Whether Virtual Attendance Is a Right and a Requirement
Any provision in a church’s governing documents that authorizes virtual business meetings
should also state whether virtual attendance is a member’s right and whether it is a requirement.
In other words, a church should address from the outset whether virtual attendance will
be automatically permitted for any and every meeting (e.g., members can choose whether
to attend in person or virtually) or whether the church retains the right to authorize virtual
attendance on a meeting-by-meeting basis.
Similarly, a church should state whether virtual attendance will be required for any virtual
meeting, or whether for any meeting with virtual attendance options, the church will also
provide a physical meeting place for members that prefer to attend in person.

WHAT DO THE AUTHORITIES SAY?
Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised (11th ed.)
“If an organization authorizes its assembly, boards, or committees to hold electronic meetings,
such a provision should indicate whether members who are not present in person have the
right to participate by electronic means, or whether the body may choose to allow or disallow
such participation; and, conversely, whether there is required to be a central location for
members who wish to attend meetings in person.” (pp. 98-99)

4. Members Must Be Given a Detailed Meeting Notice
For any type of meeting, a church’s governing documents may provide that meetings are held
at specific time intervals (e.g., the second Tuesday of each month at 7 p.m.). Or the governing
documents may state that meetings may be held upon notice (e.g., at any date, time, and place
determined by the board, provided notice is given not less than 10 days nor more than 45 days in
advance).
Regardless of what the bylaws state, if a church is planning a virtual business meeting, it must
ensure that all members have some type of notice of the specific “place” of the meeting.
According to parliamentary procedure, notice of the meeting should be more than a general
announcement that the meeting will be held virtually. It should include the precise information
needed for each member to obtain remote access to and participate in the meeting.
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WHAT DO THE AUTHORITIES SAY?
Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised (11th ed.)
“The notice of an electronic meeting must include an adequate description of how to
participate in it (for example, the telephone number to call for a teleconference must be
provided).” (p. 99)

5. Special Rules Must Be Written and Adopted
Chapter Two of this guide discusses the characteristics of a deliberative assembly and meetings
of deliberative assemblies. In a deliberative assembly, each member has an equal right to
information and discussion and an equal right to vote.
Maintaining these rights for each member in a virtual context is possible but not easy. Any
church that is planning to hold a virtual business meeting should not do so without first
considering how it will preserve the fundamental rights of each member and then adopting
special rules to ensure as much. (See Chapter One for a discussion of the role special rules play
and how they are properly adopted.)

WHAT DO THE AUTHORITIES SAY?
AIP Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure
“For all meetings in which members are not in the same place, some basic rules must be
established. Some of these may be:
•
•
•
•

A quorum is established through a roll call.
Members always state their names before speaking.
At the presiding officer’s discretion, discussion takes place on a rotating basis.
Votes are taken by roll call or by general consent.” (p. 109)

Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised (11th ed.)
“Various additional rules (in the bylaws, special rules of order, standing rules, or instructions
to a committee, as appropriate) may also be necessary or advisable regarding the conduct of
electronic meetings, such as rules relating to:
•

•
•

the type of equipment or computer software required for participation in meetings,
whether the organization must provide such equipment or software, and contingencies
for technical difficulties or malfunctions;
methods for determining the presence of a quorum;
the conditions under which a member may raise a point of order doubting the presence
of a quorum, and the conditions under which the continued presence of a quorum is
presumed if no such point of order is raised;
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•
•
•

methods for seeking recognition and obtaining the floor;
means by which motions may be submitted in writing during a meeting; and
methods for taking and verifying votes.

In addition, depending on the character of the organization, it may be advisable to adopt
provisions for ensuring that nonmembers cannot participate in meetings (unless properly
invited to do so), especially during any meeting or portion of a meeting held in executive
session.” (p. 99)

SPECIAL RULES FOR COMPLIANT VIRTUAL BUSINESS MEETINGS
A church setting out to draft special rules for a virtual business meeting would do well to
think through virtual business meeting details in the same way it would if it were planning a
meeting at which members were physically present. In other words, mentally travel the path of a
“normal” business meeting. This process will help to prohibit the omission of important logistical
considerations, and walking through those steps will highlight decisions that need to be made to
ensure the virtual business meeting appropriately accommodates members and preserves their
rights.
Resource 4 (on the next page) provides a non-exhaustive checklist—items to consider as you
plan a virtual business meeting.
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SPECIAL RULES CHECKLIST FOR VIRTUAL
CHURCH BUSINESS MEETINGS
Staffing and Administrative Questions
o What technology will be used for the meeting?
o Who will host the meeting? Will the host be a member other than the presiding officer?
o Will the pastor or chairman of the board preside? Should another individual skilled in virtual
technology preside instead?
o Who will be the parliamentarian for the meeting?
o How will the parliamentarian communicate with the presiding officer during the meeting?
o Does the law permit a recording of the meeting to be made and is members’ consent
required?
o What if the technology fails for a specific member? How will the church respond and what
actions will it take? What recourse does that member have?

Procedural Questions
o How will members know the date, time, and virtual location of the meeting?
o How will we know that a quorum is present at the beginning of the meeting and through the
duration of the meeting?
o Will each member be given their own access code to the meeting?
o Will several members be permitted to attend under one access code?
o How will members seek recognition during the meeting?
o How will the presiding officer choose whom to recognize and in what order?
o How will members that have a motion with priority or an interrupting motion (e.g., a point of
order) indicate as much to the presiding officer?
o How will members make substantive motions that are lengthy?
o How will members make substantive motions or amendments in writing?
o How will the presiding officer take general consent, voice votes, and counted votes?
o Will secret votes or ballot votes be permitted?
o How will officer and committee reports be given?
o Will non-members be permitted to attend?
o How will we ensure that non-members are not counted in a quorum?
o How will we ensure that non-members do not vote?
o What if the members choose to go into executive session? How will we ensure that secrecy is
preserved?
o How will we ensure that the secretary has sufficient information to take accurate minutes?

Resource 4 |
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Triaging When a Compliant Virtual Business Meeting
Is Not Possible
What should a church do if it concludes that neither the law nor its governing documents allow
a virtual business meeting, but yet a crisis or emergency requires that business be conducted
before an in-person meeting can be held?

EVALUATE URGENCY
Before taking any action in a crisis or emergency situation, a church should evaluate each action
item for necessity and risk.
First, for each proposal, ask whether it requires action now. Don’t assume that proposals
originally planned for an in-person board or membership meeting must be taken up as if
circumstances were ordinary. Certain proposals likely could be postponed to another time. For
example, amendments to a church’s governing documents are sometimes needed, but often
they involve changes that have been “on the back burner” for years. If that’s the case, consider
whether delaying those changes for a few more months or another year will make a significant
difference in the organization’s progress.
Next, evaluate the risk of taking action that may be questioned later due to lack of
compliance. What is the current climate of your church? Do you have a large contingent of
contentious members who are likely to raise issues about the decision-making process? What
is the nature of the decision to be made and what consequences will it have for the church? Is
the decision controversial? How many members can reasonably be expected to attend a virtual
meeting? Risk avoidance is important for progress and unity.
Answering questions regarding necessity and risk will help you evaluate whether any of the
triaging mechanisms listed below are wise for your group.

CONSIDER POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
If a members meeting is necessary and your circumstances or organizational governance
prohibit either an in-person or virtual meeting, consider the alternatives below.

Board Decisions
Check your governing documents to see what powers they give to the board. Examine the
bylaws to see what latitude they provide for church leaders to take action in between meetings
of the membership or a larger governing body. The board may be authorized to direct the affairs
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of the church generally. If this is permitted, consider a board meeting, in lieu of a membership
meeting, for the most pressing decisions.

Action Without a Meeting by Written Consent
Re-read applicable non-profit law to see if it allows a board or membership to take action
without a meeting by consent in writing. Generally, such provisions require that any decision
made through this process be unanimous—an admittedly high threshold for most churches. But,
the culture of your church, the unique circumstances of the crisis, or the particulars of a specific
decision may enable this type of decision-making.

Bylaw Amendments
Check the provision in your bylaws that discusses amendments. You may be surprised to find
that it allows the board to amend the bylaws. If so, consider amending the bylaws to allow for
meetings to be held virtually.
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NEXT STEPS
If you’ve reached the end of this toolkit feeling overwhelmed by
the prospect of holding a legal and compliant virtual business
meeting, know that you’re not alone. Making decisions in a compliant
manner is hard work, and it requires dedication and focus for every
organization, no matter the type or the size. But the hard work is
worth it. A commitment to understanding the proper process and
using it well helps you avoid the risk of decisions being questioned
later on grounds they were made outside the bounds of proper
governance.
So now, as you’re trying to figure out what to do next, start by
reviewing the step-by-step guides of this toolkit. You likely already
know and can put into practice more than you anticipate. Also, visit
www.virtualmeetinglaw.com to find on-demand webinars and other
downloadable resources on virtual business meetings.
See www.lawoforderblog.com for a library of blog posts about
governance and parliamentary procedure.
Finally, consider consulting with an attorney who specializes in
governance and parliamentary procedure. An individual with skill
in the field can help your organization and its leaders interpret
governing documents, apply the law accurately, and hold business
meetings that are efficient and compliant.
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